Writing 44: A Core Writing Framework is designed to provide classroom teachers with a practical resource for the teaching of writing. It is published in three levels: Primary, Intermediate and Secondary. Direct instruction of the Eight Writing Skills provides the framework for all 3 versions of this resource. All documents include a balance of modeled, shared, collaborative, and independent writing components, strong assessment practices, and suggestions for differentiation and celebration.

**Primary**

Writing 44 Primary weaves a strong oral language thread through strategies that engage and support all learners in the reading/writing connection. The recursive process of conversation, writing instruction and practice is embedded in all instructional activities.

**Intermediate**

This comprehensive resource provides intermediate teachers with engaging instructional activities that make connections between the writing skills, and deepen students’ understanding of the writing process. Instructional activities are supported with graphic organizers and vocabulary lists for effective classroom writing instruction.

**Secondary**

Writing 44 Secondary provides a rich, cross curricular writing program, balancing explicit writing instruction with opportunities in diverse contexts and modes. The heart of the document lies in the creative and engaging Instructional Activities that have been generated by classroom teachers.

**Supporting Writing 44 Resource Also Available:**
- Writing 44 French Graphic Organizer Grades K-12

**Additional Information**

- Click: [Resource Price List & Ordering](#)
- Email: resources44@sd44.ca
- Call: 604.903.3777

---

**Workshops**

The North Vancouver School District provides introductory workshops for each of our resources. All workshops provide a philosophical framework, as well as practical hands-on classroom activities to promote best teaching practices. To book a workshop, please contact Joanne Robertson, Director of Instruction, Learning Services (jrobertson@sd44.ca)